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someone in this thread mentioned that users can turn off autocomplete and i'd like to know how. i know i
can go to about:config and turn it off, but i don't know what to change and it seems like every change
doesn't work anymore. not to mention that, for example, if i turn off autocomplete to shorten things, i

have to type "http" in the url bar and then it appears in the address bar so i have to retype it (alas, i have
spent too much time using firefox and changed its behavior to think in it). in my opinion, a great success
story for firefox would be to improve on the version 2.0+of ie. did you know that you can almost emulate

ie 6/7/8 compatibility in firefox using ff2? it's only one line of code that changes everything: moz_ie6
-override -no-resize -icon-color-scale=0.79 -icon-size=16 -http-proxy-user=youraccount -http-proxy-

passwd=yourpassword -html-help-mode-selected -lang=en-us -nav-buttons=titled -small-toolbar-
selected -toolbar-icon=window firefox for windows changed its mind. now it can't play videos and if you
have to play it, it will launch an ugly low resolution version of itself. even worse it cannot play normally. i

don't know if this has anything to do with updating, but if it does, how can they improve the new beta
version in its current state. this is the 3rd beta version i have installed, the version is upgraded from 25
to 34, the next version will be 45 and will require a seperate download (assuming it isn't already taken

care of). this past release kept changing it's mind about what browsers it will run, then it will run as
needed, then it wont run. given the nature of beta, i don't know if my version will stay for long. yes, i am
using other browsers as well, but i am looking for a browser that will play this video, not a browser that

will not play it.
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